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一ー英語ライティング授業におけるアクションリサーチの可能性
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This article emphasizes出eSlgn出C組 ceof action research in Japan's English education. Action research design 
and its implementation c組 bea well-conceived productive approach in fostering teaching professionalism. Solely 
relying on some scientific methodologies and statistical evidence may be insufficient for enhanced teaching skils 
On-site experiences (practices and the following reflections in recursive and consistent manners) need to be applied 
for solid pedagogies. This will enable instructors to help each student nurture his/er sense of independence as well as 
autonomous learning s句rle.The focus here is how a Japanese teacher， especially teaching English writing linked with 
the real society， can let his/er students appreciate血esigni:ficance of experiential learning linked with autonomy， 
self-monitoring and self esteem. To血isend， teachers themselves need to be critical and insighぜulfor their 
individual learning and teaching processes so far-whether such experiences have substantially contributed for the 
establishment of their autonomy and independence in both profession and society. 
Key words : Action research， Self-awareness， Critical thinking， Independence， Experientiallearning， 
Autonomous learning 
1. Action Research in English Language Education 
1.1 Significance of Action Research 
The solutions to on-site educational problems have largely been left up to scientific researchers; however， these 
researchers have historically emphasized scientific and meticulous theories that have eventually turned out to be too 
strict， unrealistic and impractical for the average school teacher. 
As Corey (1953) explains， scienti:fic research methods have substantially influenced college students aiming to 
be a professional educational researcher. As a result， these students， solely mindful of accuracy and rationality in the 
comprehensive research， tend to underestimate or ignore concrete and realistic notions shared among on-site 
practitioners and experienced teachers. "The conviction血atresearch should be left to the disinterested professionals 
has a venerable佐adition.People who want to improve social situations are not considered by the scientist to be 
sufficiently objective to be trusted as investigators" (Corey， 1953， p.4) 
In today's changing society， schools are expected to keep themselves updated in terms of a society-minded， 
enhanced educational environment. This means that each school is asked to think and solve on-site specific 
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educational issues by itself. Administrators， supervisors， teachers， school patrons， and even students and their p紅白ts
might be encouraged to improve their schools based on their mutual understanding， belief and cooperation. "Singly 
and in groups，出eymust use血eirimaginations creatively and cons甘uctivelyto identi今出epractices白atmust be 
changed to meet the needs and demands of modem life， courageously try out those practices血atgive a be仕er
promise， and methodically and systematically ga血erevidence to test出eirworth" (Corey， 1953， p.vii). Such 
progressive investigation is called action research， which is essentially opposed to the conventional scientific 
research focused on absolute results with numerical evidence. 
Basically， action research emphasizes each teacher's practical， experiential on-site investigation for be抗er
education~ however， itshould not be projected inconsistently or in a short period. Elaborate and complicated theories， 
which are often used in位aditionalresearch，訂enot highly s仕essedin action research. Instead， strenuous， incessant， 
and painstaking experimental efforts訂eevaluated. 
Scientific practitioners and research professionals訂eusually sensitive and critical of血eorysupported by well-
designed experimental evidence. Hence， evaluation on designing theories tends to be fixed so strict and narrowly and 
strictly allowing litle room for experiential proofs. Occupied with how to organize and demons佐ateimpeccable 
theories， professional students of education are exclusively concemed about how s佐ategically(or maybe tac凶Illy)
也eycould develop theories acceptable in the established standards set by educational research co町民sand textbooks. 
Because of血is，"Hypotheses are to be tested in such a way as to warrant conclusions extending beyond the 
populations or situations s旬died"(Corey， 1953， p.4) 
Such students' educational challenges and interests訂eapparently fixed on the discovery of their intended truth 
armed with scientific and numerical evidences. On-site school practitioners (i.e. teachers and staff members， etc.) 
traditionally relied on血istruth for the improvement of school quality. However， they have acknowledged that on-
site practical problems cannot be completely solved in a scientific manner. Indeed， not dry， clear-cut theories and 
hypotheses， but real actions and experiences in the classroom need to play a vital role in improving school 
envlfonment. 
1.2 Action Research in English Language Education 
In Japan， English language teachers， bo血 nativeand nonnative speakers of English， are increasingly asked to 
challenge well-conceived， constructive action research through their insight and on-site educational skils. Mindful 
of血is，Kemmis and McTaggart (1982) provide some teaching tips for successful action research development， such 
as: 
キConsistentand systematic thinking for school and classroom incidents 
* Action implementation for prospective， possible educational improvements 
* Monitor and evaluation for the ffects of action research for continued improvement 
本Criticaland practical monitor for complex situations 
* A flexible approach based on action and reflection for school and classroom improvement 
* Thorough research in the real， complex and often confusing circumstances and cons仕aintsof the modem 
school 
* Recognition and仕組slationof evolving ideas into action 
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Action research in English language education can be defmed as ". . . theapplication of fact fmding to practical 
problem solving in a social situation with a view to improving the quality of action within it， involving the 
collaboration and cooperation of researchers， practitioners and laymen" (R.B. Burns， 1994， cited in Burns， 1999， p.
31) 
The aim is to improve language education. Assuming the classroom to be a miniature of real world， a language 
teacher must keep in mind白ataction research is a small-scale intervention in the real world and a close examination 
of出eeffects of such intervention (Halsey， 1972). Ittherefore requires出esystematic collection of information for 
the changing society (Bodgan and Bilklen， 1982) 
In 0血erwords， action research is simply a form of self-reflective inquiry undertaken by participants in social 
situations aimed to improve the rationality and justice of their own practices， their comprehension of these practices 
and the situations in which批 practicesare implemented (Carr and Kemmis， 1986). Hence， data collection on 
everyday practice must be done systematically and analytically for the decisions toward further practices in出e
印刷re仰 allace，1998) 
Action research in English language education demands arduous and progressive investigation processes 
Language teachers are urged to challenge speci:fic issues which come mostly from multicultural social contexts 
Therefore， action research in language education needs to highlight the following notion，". . . thefmdings and 
insights through action research can be driven by the data collected by the participants with their speci:fic teaching 
S1ωations， rather血anby theories proposed through investigations external to the teaching context" (Burns， 1999， p 
31-32) 
In short， action research highlights a creative recursive process， inwhich the plans， actions and observations will 
be designed and implemented by research practitioners. Those research components need to be仕組sformedby血e
researchers' social， educational and political settings as well as by their personal and professional values， beliefs and 
histories. Action researchers are urged to be flexible， insightful and highly motivated in pursuit of new fmdings， 
since such attitudes will contribute to advanced action research approaches. 
This suggests出atEnglish language teachers engaged in action research are urged to be self-critical in 
professional investigation. Since action research takes creative and recursive processes toward new fmdings， itwill 
rely on each researcher's solid sense of self-awareness~ self-reflection~ and critical thinking. These teachers will be 
prompted to reflect on their teaching problems，出enanalyze the main factors and the related facts for possible 
solutions. By doing so， they will be able to acquire some belief and confidence in education. Such autonomous and 
spont組 eousreflections will surely contribute for their well-designed action research practices. 
Whether someone else can veri巧Tthe廿reflectiveactivities， action research practitioners need to n町turea solid 
sense of self-awareness in a critical manner. Such an experiential approach will fmally enable each language teacher 
to s仕切併lenhislher understanding of professionalism; followed by well-conceived self.圃esteem，morali町 andself-
responsibility in globalized society. 
1.3 Autonomous Learning， Case Study， and Independence in English Writing Course 
According to Zellermayer (1990)， current studies of language teaching tend to focus on teacher thinking and 
teacher cognition. "Expanding teachers' knowledge of subject matter or supplying teachers with specific teaching 
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plans does not suffice for the佐ainingof effective teachers" (p. 33η. He argues出atthoughぜtilteachers， who are 
capable of helping others think for themselves， are increasingly needed for the establishment of autonomous learning， 
since the classroom is expected to perform as a part of the wider institution and social contexts. 
In English language class， a teacher may not be always available to assist hislher students. Sometimes students 
are asked to learn by themselves， specifica11y in English writing courses asking for the students' metacognitive 
exercises (i.e. using problem solving and critical thinking in goal-directed writing processes). Rather than just 
waiting for a teacher's assistance， students need to solve problems on their own， seeking helpful resources in出e
classroom (i.e. dialogues with peers)， or searching for further information outside school. Because of血is，students 
experiencing such a self-reliant learning process willlearn to increase enthusiasm and feel secure in learning. 
Meanwhile， philosophical， pedagogical and practical notions need to be established by teachers as a prerequisite 
for teaching autonomous learning. Wa11ace (1998) argues血atsecuring each teacher's autonomy at frst is quite 
crucial in learning， since teachers need to help learners prepare themselves to enter the rapidly changing， fluctuating 
soclety 
h 血isrespect，出ecase study approach proves its effectiveness in the classroom. "By its nature， case study 
research often generates more human interest than generalized statistical fmdings. For practitioners of a caring 
profession like teaching，出isfact makes case study research more accessible， and indeed more valuable than some 
approaches" (Wa11ace， 1998， p.163). Generating hypo恥 ses，providing supportive information， and applying 
insightful theories into practice-a1 these are extensively required in case-based problem solving s住ategies.This 
suggests血atcase study practice wi11 become more positive and effective， ifteaching and learning goals are 
specifica11y focused for the development of learners' autonomy and self-awareness. 
In English writing class， case-assisted pedagogies have been more emphasized， since it may provide 
opportunities of writing one's own cases， holding case discussions， and completing written analyses of cases in血e
end. By doing so， learners wi11 be encouraged to recognize given events as problematic， reflecting on them with 
critical thoughts and generating insigh仇 1s回 tegiesas a result. All these cognitive practices wi11 be integrated into 
the writing process. In p紅白ular，a dilemma-based case can be e百ective，since it urges learners to generate出e廿own
insight into multiple aspects of critical reflection. Teachers， meanwhile， need to devise sensible， moral， and 
educational ways of acting in preparation. 
Harrington et al (1996) describe the importance of the dilemma-based case study approach血isway: "Dilemma-
based cases provide students with opportunities to s甘ugglewith issues血athave no 'right' answer.… Dilemma-based 
cases can help students do so by providing them with opportunities to place the consequences of action in ever 
widening circles. . Dilemma-based cases can also be used to prompt students to become aware of assumptions血at
influence how血eymake sense of the dilemmas血eymay encounter in白白 professionallives， to identi今 pnor
questions in their philosophies of reality. In doing soラ出eymay begin to recognize possible barriers to how 
wholeheartedly血eymay be able or wi11ing to assume their professional responsibilities" (Harrington et al， 1996， p 
26・2η
Considering the possible consequences of a particular case driven by broader social， cultural and political 
influences， learners will become aware and responsible for their assumptions百lIsact will finally promo民 their
moral sensitivity， insight， and reasons acceptable in society. 
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2. Difficulties for Teaching Western Logic and Critical Minds in Japan 
2.1 Different Communication Cultures between U.S. and Japan 
J apanese communication culture differs substantially企om血eAmerican one which is based on Westem logic 
and rhetoric (i.e. conversational practices， rhetorical and decision-making practices， etc.). Kohl (1993) explains血at
由e佐aditionalJapanese communication style is quite ambiguous， since it urges the audience to understand what is 
le丘unsaidby the writer/speaker. A甘aditionalhomogeneous society， which has nurtured c10sely shared value for 
centuries， enables the J apanese to have less甘oubleunderstanding the speaker/writer's intention and meaning without 
complete expressions. Inshort， evasiveness， tentativeness and indirectness have been valued as the most effective， 
sophisticated communication manners for conveying the speaker's intention. 
Similarly， such a quiet， less overt communication atmosphere apparently discourages people to have critical， 
skeptical minds to reveal or investigate hidden facts企omthe writer/speaker's limited words. The unique culture 
emphasizing cryptic explanations and emotionally expressive eyes (i.e. spoken-based shared information rather也知
wri悦 n)have implanted the following notion into people's minds-feeling something disgraceful or ashamed to speak 
up in public or demand白川町explanationto understand completely. 
To Westemers， however， this communication style reflects scarcity and some defectiveness in terms of 
objectivity， logicali句Tand accuracy， since communication might be defmed as a process of sharing meaning between 
persons wi白血euse of symbols. Hence， different linguistic and cultural backgrounds (i.e. language nuances， word 
usage， style and tone， etc.) will become a most difficult part in communication areas. As a result， many Japanese， 
have difficulty understanding the basic essence of U.S. and Westem logic， as well as the importance of keeping 
open-minded and critical attitudes in communication. Being accustomed to il-conceived expressions with less 
critical and argumentative stances，血eytend to avoid clarification and ful explan瓜ionof their views， just leaving 
vague hints along with tacit nuances. 
Conversely，也isimplies出atnot the writer or speaker， but the audience's comprehension abilities are required to 
decode such ambiguous messages in both oral and written forms. The audience-not the writer or speaker-assumes the 
responsibility in c1arifying an incomprehensible message. In other words， what Kohl (1993) called reader/listener 
responsibili勿 provesJapanese writers' poor aw訂enessof audience expectations and needs副nongEnglish-speaking 
cultures. 
Furthermore， another misleading communication style called tatemae (the public face) and honne (血etrue 
intention)・adouble standard and therefore confusing and con住adictorydiscussion manner-con甘ibutesto minimizing 
Japanese people's public self (i.e. identiちringcandid， honest feelings and thoughts in pubic)百lIscommunication 
approach therefore tends to discourage the speaker or writer to be responsible， objective and critical for revealing 
hislher real intention in concrete manners 
Conversely， Americans tend to maximize their public self， expressing their inner feelings and emotions openly 
while valuing objectivity， specificity， precision， rationali句rand fairness. U. S. speakers therefore emphasize realism， 
explicit evidence， and persuasive logic. As a result， each utterance， regardless of spoken or written， includes a point， 
supported by evidence driven by an argument 
For their part， the Japanese think their甘aditionaldouble standard logic is rational and practical for conveying 
meaning and mutual understanding， even if it lacks the Westem-s仕essedrigidity， accuracy， precision or reality. 
While American writers seek their _preference for logos， reason， and cognition， Japanese counte中artsrely on 
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intuitive， impressionistic and emotional words for expressing sympathy， appreciation and encouragement aimed at 
sharing meaning 
2.2 Logic and Critical Thinking-missing Traditional English Class in Japan 
Japan's甘aditionalschool education， which highlights memorization-based college entrance exams， apparently 
fails to give students a solid sense of creativity， insight， spiritual ma加rity，and independence in due co町seof 
humane development. By contrast， U.S. education prioritizes血enur同reof such critical thinking abilities and血ey
are successfully tested in college entrance exams 
The current Japanese educational system， originally based on血eU.S. school system since the end ofWorld War 
I， has been arranged for compe出 vecolle ge en甘anceexams. Examinees (i.e. high school seniors and graduates) are， 
as a result， obliged to cram as much information and knowledge as possible (but with no interdisciplinary 
consistency or relationship) solely to pass也etest 
h 出ecase of English exams， most questions are true/false or multiple choice simply to evaluate an examinee's 
memorization of vocabulary and basic gramm訂 usage.Essays requiring critical thinking rarely appe紅白紅e
minimized. In short， no logical thinking or audience awareness skils have ever been tested. As a result schools tend 
to not provide opportunities for students to generate logical紅gumentsand critical minds. Mukai (1998) argues that 
English education in Japan concen甘atesmostly on reading (i.e. passive and mechanical) and not on writing or 
conversation (i.e. active and creative)， He claims血athe stil has a hard time organizing Westem-based logical 
writing mainly due to the narrowly-focused， less communicative English education in耐 Japaneseclassroom 
Grammatically co町ect，but monotonous， skeleton sentences血atlack logic are mechanically taught at school. 
Japan's English education usually starts from the seventh grade (junior high school) with about 10 percent of al 
血esubjects' class time devoted to it. Japanese students， nearly half of them are college-bound， study English for six 
years at junior and senior high schools. While emphasizing mechanics， usage， spelling， vocabulary and rigid 
grammar rules， many English classes fail to implement communication-aimed cognitive and metacognitive血inking
practices. As a result， many Japanese feel血eydo not have difficulty in reading and understanding articles written in 
English~ however， when it comes to writing and expressing themselves in English，血eyfmd themselves put in a 
perplexing situation. 
Wi白血isin mind， Stevenson (1983) conducted his observation-based writing research targeting Japanese 
company engineers. He found out出attheir English documents lacked logical and rhetorical appropriateness for 
American readers. A feature of English language is血econs佐uctionof a coherent and unified paragraph， a series of 
sentences血atdevelop one cen佐altopic in a' clear and persuasive manner.百lIsmeans U.S.-s守leEnglish writing 
values well-balanced logical development and rhetorical proportion between theme and details. 
In addition， American logic and rhetoric value step-by-step， chainlike organization， asfrequently observed in the 
problem-solution pa町 m or in血ecause-to・e首ector e汀ect-to・causepaほm of organization. Here， logic is tossed 
continuously and aggressively between the writer and the audience， fmally generating a sense of reinforcing each 
other's independence. The concept of出ecarefully developed paragraph as a unit of discourse， so important in U.S. 
written communication， isquite familiar to the Americans. 
However， this approach is unfamiliar to the Japanese， since it has not been comprehensively taught in the 
classroom. Rather， some Japanese educators might assume that it is culturally taboo. Because of血is，English 
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communication， both oral and written， conducted by the Japanese remains indirect， intuitive， subjective and 
副nbiguous.
3. Experiential Leaning and Critical Thinking for Independence 
3.1 Significance of Experiential Learning 
According to Archambault (1964)， John Dewey focused on an intimate and necessary relation between the 
process of actual experience and education， assuming that there exists the solid， critical connection between .the 
classroom and the real world. In ei血erplace， students are encouraged to seek their life-long learning style through 
血eirown experiences. Put simply，出eirfmal goal needs to be fixed on the establishment of independence backed by 
well-established autonomous learning. In血isrespect， Kolb (1984) suggests血atimmediate personal experience 
plays a vital role in autonomous learning. Here， concepts， observation， reflection， and action are recursively 
integrated into a progressive learning process. This will fmally organize the basic continua for the development of 
adult thoughts toward spiritual independence. 
Kolb (1984) claims出at出esignificance of experiential learning should lie in the mutual interaction between the 
following two axes-the process of accommodation of concepts or schemas to experience in the world， and由e
process of assimilation of events and experiences from the real society into existing concepts and schemas. He 
in柱。ducesJean Piaget_s notion也atthe impulse of experience can generate ideas of moving directions in bo血action
and cognition. Ideas are not fixed but are formed and recreated由roughvarious experiences. In short， learning is an 
emergent process substantially relying on historical record， not on knowledge of血efuωre."百lefact血atlearning is 
a continuous process grounded in experience and has important educational implications. Put simply， itimplies血at
alllearning is relearning" (Kolb， 1984， p.28) 
h 血isrespect， not a molecular educational concept， but a molar concept must be anchored in experiential 
learning 百lemolar concept， which is also holistic enough to function as a liaison between the preparatory stage for 
social adaptation and the real action in society， plays a vital role in由ecen位alpr∞ess of human development. 
Learning as a holistic adaptive process can provide metacognitive bridges across life si知ations，including school and 
workplace. That is， creativity， critical thinking， problem solving， and decision making-such humane performance can 
be exercised in preparation for the real social adaptation. Learning is出emajor process of continuing human 
adaptation based on one's experiences. The concept of experiential learning， therefore， should be defined far deeper 
and broader beyond the classroom 
3.2 N ecessities of Critical Thinking圃stressedEnglish W riting Class in J apan 
King (1995) claims血atautonomous learning should develop students' thoughぜulquestions and inquiring minds， 
and vice versa. This suggests伽 tinquiry-based learning style will enable s同dentsto avoid monolithic， mechanical 
and logically meaningless answers~ 血ey would rather佐Yto pose and answer questions that critically address their 
understanding or misconceptions. Such questioning and answering attitudes will eventually become something 
meaningful to them. Students are more likely to seek thoughぜul，creative questions and answers while looking to 
"mental connections between concepts出atare more memorable for them" (King， 1995， p. 13). They prompt 
themselves to experience血esignificance of critical thinking through insighぜul，thought-provoking questioning. 
True， critical thinking can contribute to inducing an autonomous， spontaneous learning style at school. 
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Critical thinking， including probing follow-up questions or designing problem solving strategies， requires high 
level metacognitive processes， such as analysis of ideas and supporting information， evaluation， prediction and 
decision making in the end百lIsautonomous learning s勿lecan help students identify血e甘weak，但nbiguousparts 
(i.e. confusion， misconception， lack of understanding) while relying on their substantial previous knowledge and life 
expenences. 
Students甘yingto respond to thought-provoking questions-n particular presented by their peers-are more likely to 
seek ft江由ercritical thinking， since血ey訂ecompelled to explain concepts， defend their ideas and give concrete 
evidence and examples (King， 1995). Through reciprocal peer interactions， students will白lalybecome sensitive， 
critical :and insighぜulin the negotiation of meaning. Consequently such logically∞n蛇uctivenegotiations will 
contribute to enhancing each student's metacognitive activities. 
"Metacognition is the awareness， monitoring， and control of one's cognitive processes. Awareness of the purpose 
of a task， monitoring one's attention to la lecture， selecting specific learning s甘ategiesto use， monitoring one's 
progress toward a goal， identifying mistakes， monitoring one's unders旬nding---allare examples of metacognition in 
action. Asking and answering thoughぜulquestions functions as a metacognitive self-testing experience， giving 
students the chance to monitor their understanding of the topic before moving too far into the material"ほing，1995， 
p.16). 
Here， the cognitive goal in education is focused on血eability to也inkclearly about complex issues and solve 
problems. A practical approach to teach critical thinking， therefore， needs to be focused on problem solving， since 
critical thinking cannot be exercised if there is no problem to be solved. Pellegrino (1995) claims that problem 
solving should be a generic model of thinking applicable in any academic domain and any life situation. He 
describes the essentials of problem solving as follows: (a) representing the problem and its larger context~ (b) 
fonnulating possible subproblems needed to solve the overall problem~ (c) fonnulating a plan or organization of the 
subproblems~ (d) testing the feasibility of altemative plans~ (e) distinguishing infonnation伽 tis relevant from 
infonnation伽 tis not~ (f) coordinating relevant infonnation and data with appropri政 subgoals~ (g) using 
computational proced町eswhen appropriate to solve sobproblems~ 組d (h) presenting， explaining， and justifying血e
reasoning behind one's solution and conclusion. (pellegrino，1995， p. 1). Indeed， the significance of bo血 critical
thinking and problem solving lies in the rational， higher order thinking abilities (i.e. analysis， inference， evaluation， 
judgment)， which con甘ibutesfor the development of self-awareness and independence. 
Such higher order thinking skils must be emphasized in Japan's English writing education. Some writing 
assignments， especially based on出ecase sωdy， can urge students to refme ideas and revise papers白rough血er
cons位協tive，consistent thinking. In this sense， writing is an indispensable component in critical thinking instruction， 
since logical and rhetorical writings can promote each student's insight and self-reflection toward their crystallized 
thoughts. Searching for their own solutions and assertions， students will exercise critical也inkingin writing class， 
including asking question willing to wonder~ defining problems~ examining evidence~ analyzing assumptions and 
biases~ avoiding emotional reasoning and oversimplification~ considering alternative interpretation， and so fo吋1
何Tade，1995). And由eseme胞cognitiveacts will be promoted in the fonn of recursive revision writing practices 
among peers. Although externalization of thought through writing may reduce the working memory (Benseley & 
Hayes， 1995)， itsurely contributes for the development of critical and scientific thinking aimed at self-awareness， 
spiri加almaturity and independence as well 
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Wi白血isfact in mind， J apanese instructors of English writing need to develop insighぜuland meaningful 
pedagogues， which must be aimed at fostering the students' socially competitive metacognitive abilities. What 
Japanese students need in today's globalized society is not the conventional memorization-stressed abili句T Such a 
monolithic， short-sighted and logically meaningless ability will not be able to make them白血kholistically with a 
critical mind. The times have greeted the globalization s回ge，where people across the world are increasingly asked to 
be adept in solving complex issues. 
Meanwhile， how to live in血isworld-this fundamental question as a human being will become more crucial， 
serious and difficult to each person. Students in the classroom therefore need to白ldout their own meaningful 
answer before going into the real world. To血isend， English writing teachers in J apan need to challenge more 
consistent， socially and philosophically meaninゆIlaction research anchored in reallife experiences 
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